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Local Optical Spectroscopy in Quantum Confined Systems: A Theoretical Description
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A theoretical description of local absorption is proposed in order to investigate spectral variations on
a length scale comparable with the extension of the relevant quantum states. A general formulation,
including Coulomb correlation, is derived within the density-matrix formalism and applied to the
prototypical case of coupled quantum wires. The results show that excitonic effects may have a
crucial impact on the local absorption, with implications for the spatial resolution and the interpretation
of near-field optical spectra. [S0031-9007(98)08294-5]
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The achievement of very high spatial resolutions in op
cal spectroscopies of molecules and solids is among the
portant experimental advancements of recent years. Wh
in conventional optical experiments the light field is es
sentially constant in amplitude and phase over the spa
extension of the relevant quantum mechanical states,
croprobe techniques make use of highly inhomogeneo
light fields. In the case of low-dimensional semicondu
tors, diffraction-limited confocal microscopy has allowe
the study of individual nanostructures and their geomet
cal fluctuations [1]. With near-field scanning optical m
croscopy (NSOM), the spatial resolution is reduced belo
the diffraction limit and approaches the scale of quantu
confinement [2]: optical spectroscopy thus becomes a po
erful probe of the spatial distribution of quantum states.

In analogy with ultrafast time-resolved spectroscopi
[3] that have shown the importance of phase coheren
in the quantum-mechanical time evolution of photoexcite
carriers [4], it may be expected that spatial interferen
of quantum states plays a dominant role when variatio
of the electromagnetic (EM) field occur on an ultrasho
length scale. On the theoretical side, however, not mu
work has been done to investigate the response under th
conditions. Most work has focused on the near-field d
tribution of the EM field [5] and its interaction with arrays
of pointlike particles [6], and only recently the effect o
an inhomogeneous EM field on single-particle transitio
has been modeled for a semiconductor quantum dot [7]

In this Letter we propose a theoretical formulation, n
limited to low photoexcitation densities, based on a ful
microscopic description of electronic quantum states a
their Coulomb correlation. We show that the nonloc
character of light-matter interaction must be taken into a
count, and demonstrate that for any given shape of
EM-field distribution a proper definition of local absorp
tion can still be introduced. By applying this scheme
the prototypical case of a coupled quantum-wire structu
we prove that, when very high resolution is achieved, no
local and Coulomb-correlation effects dominate the loc
spectra which, therefore, cannot be simply interpreted a
map of the single-particle wave functions.
0031-9007y99y82(4)y847(4)$15.00
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The macroscopic polarizationPsr, vd induced by an
electromagnetic fieldEsr, vd is in general given by

Psr, vd 
Z

x sr, r0, vd ? Esr0, vd dr0, (1)

wherex sr, r0, vd is the nonlocal susceptibility tensor. It
can be regarded as the Fourier transform of the loc
polarization, whose microscopic expression is given by

Psr, td  qkĈysr, tdrĈsr, tdl , (2)

where q is the electronic charge,k· · ·l denotes a proper
ensemble average, and the field operatorĈsr, td in the
Heisenberg picture describes the microscopic evolution o
the carrier system. Within the usual electron/hole picture
the optical (i.e., interband) contribution toPsr, td can be
expressed in terms of the nondiagonal elements of th
single-particle density matrixpeh  kd̂hĉel (d̂h and ĉe

being the destruction operators for a hole in stateh and
an electron in statee) according to

Psr, td  q
X
eh

fpehstdCesrdrChsrd 1 c.c.g . (3)

Here, e and h are appropriate sets of quantum number
which label the free-carrier wave functionsCeyh involved
in the optical transition. The time evolution of the single-
particle density matrix is described by the semiconducto
Bloch equations [8], which for the nondiagonal element
(interband polarizations) read [9]

≠peh

≠t


1
ih̄

sEe 1 Ehdpeh

1
1
ih̄

Uehs1 2 fe 2 fhd 1
≠peh

≠t

Ç
coll

, (4)

whereUeh and Eeyh are, respectively, the EM-field and
single-particle energies renormalized by the Coulomb in
teraction. The last (collision) term in Eq. (4) accounts for
incoherent (i.e., scattering and diffusion) processes [10
Stationary solutions of this equation can be found by as
suming equilibrium distribution functionsfe, fh; in this
© 1999 The American Physical Society 847
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case Eq. (4) can be transformed into an eigenvalue eq
tion whose lth solution provides the complex energy
eigenvalueh̄vl  el 2 iGl and eigenvectorpl

eh.
By inserting the stationary solutionpehstd  pl

ehe2ivlt

of Eq. (4) into Eq. (3) and Fourier transforming, it is
possible to express the polarizationPsr, vd in the form of
Eq. (1), from which a microscopic expression forx can
be identified. In particular, for semiconductor structure
described within the usual envelope-function formalism
with isotropic electron and hole bulk dispersions, th
susceptibility tensorx becomes diagonal, with identical
elements given by

xsr, r0, vd  jMbj2
X

l,eh,e0h0

pl
ehplp

e0h0s1 2 fe0 2 fh0d

3
cesrdchsrdcp

e0sr0dcp
h0sr0d

el 2 h̄v 2 iGl
. (5)

Here, ceyhsrd are single-particle electron/hole envelop
functions andMb is the bulk optical matrix element.

In the usual definition of the absorption coefficien
within the dipole approximation, the nonlocality ofx is
neglected. When nonlocality is taken into account, it
no longer possible to define an absorption coefficient th
locally relates the absorbed power density with the lig
intensity. However, considering a light field with a given
profile j centered around the beam positionR, Esr, vd 
Esvdjsr 2 Rd, we may define a local absorption that i
a function of the beam position, and relates thetotal ab-
sorbed power to the power of alocal excitation (illumina-
tion mode),

ajsR, vd ~
Z

Imfxsr, r0, vdg

3 jsr 2 Rdjsr0 2 Rd dr dr0. (6)

This expression is in principle not limited to low-
photoexcitation intensities; together with Eq. (5) it pro
vides a general description of linear as well as nonline
local response, i.e., from excitonic absorption to the ga
regime.

In the linear-response regime1 2 fe 2 fh . 1 and
the quantity Clsre, rhd 

P
eh pl

ehcesredchsrhd can be
identified with the exciton wave function; in this case th
nonlocal susceptibility (5) reduces to the result of linea
response theory as given, e.g., in [11]. In this regim
the contribution of thelth excitonic state to the local
spectrum is

ajsR, vld ~

É Z
Clsr, rdjsr 2 Rd dr

É2
. (7)

The above formulation is valid for semiconductors o
arbitrary dimensionality. To illustrate the effects of non
locality and Coulomb correlation on the local absorp
tion spectrum, we now consider quasi-one-dimension
(quasi-1D) nanostructures (quantum wires), subject
a local EM excitation propagating parallel to the fre
848
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axis of the structure,z. For simplicity, we describe
the narrow light beam by a Gaussian EM-field profil
jsrd  expf2sx2 1 y2dy2s2g [12]. For a quantum wire
the single-particle electron/hole wave functions appear
in (5) can be written ascesrd  fne sx, ydeike

z z , chsrd 
fnhsx, ydeikh

z z where neyh are subband indices andkeyh
z

are wave vectors along the free axis.
To discuss the 1D case it is convenient to take advant

of the translational invariance alongz and define

Flsx, yd ;
Z

Clsr, rd dz

~
X

nenhkz

pl
nekznh2kz

fnesx, ydfnhsx, yd . (8)

We shall refer toFlsx, yd as theeffectiveexciton wave
function. Flsx, yd enters Eq. (7) and, convoluted with th
spatial distribution of the EM field,j, yields the contri-
bution of thelth excitonic state to the local absorptio
ajsX, Y , vd; note that only Fourier components of the po
larization withke

z  2kh
z contribute to the absorption.

The effects of spatial coherence of quantum states
understood most easily in the linear regime on the ba
of Eq. (7). For a spatially homogeneous EM field, th
absorption spectrum probes the average ofFl over the
whole space (global spectrum). In the opposite lim
of an infinitely narrow probe beam,asX, Y , vld maps
jFlsX, Y dj2; the local absorption is nonzero at any poin
where the effective wave function of an exciton gives
finite contribution. It is therefore clear that “forbidden
excitonic transitions, not present in the global spectru
may appear in the local one. In the intermediate regime
a narrow but finite probe, it is possible that a cancellati
of the contributions fromFlsx, yd takes place between
different points in space leading to a nontrivial localizatio
of the absorption. The result will then be quite sensitiv
to the extension of the light beam.

As a prototype system showing nonlocal effects w
consider two coupled GaAsyAlAs T-shaped wires [13].
To obtain spatially separated transitions we consider
asymmetric structure (Fig. 1); the barrier width is chos
to allow Coulomb coupling between the wires [14]. Fo
both electrons and holes, the single-particle ground st
sE1, H1d is localized in the widest wire (right wire, RW)
and the second bound statesE2, H2d in the left wire (LW)
[15]. The effective exciton wave functionsFl are shown
in Fig. 1 for the ground state exciton and for one of th
excited states. They are found to differ significantly fro
the single-particle wave functions (not shown here); th
is true in general for coupled nanostructures. The grou
state exciton mainly involves single-particle contribution
from the first electron and first hole subbandsE1-H1d, and
has no nodes; hence, no cancellation is possible, and
contribution to the local spectrum is expected to be fin
for any extension of the probe beam. On the other ha
the effective exciton wave function for the higher sta
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FIG. 1. Effective exciton wave functionsFlsx, yd for two
coupled T-shaped GaAsyAlAs quantum wires, formed at the
intersections between two vertical quantum wells (5.4 a
6.0 nm wide, with a 5.4 nm barrier) and a horizontal quantu
well (5.4 nm wide). Only the dominant (real) part of th
complex wave function is shown for (a) the ground sta
exciton, and (b) one of the excited states giving rise
the shoulder labeledD in Figs. 2 and 3. Dashed contour
correspond to negative values. Note the two distinct regio
with different sign, giving rise to cancellation effects fo
sufficiently large values ofs.

has areas with different signs; therefore its convoluti
with j may produce cancellations, whose results depe
strongly on the characteristic spatial extension of the bea
s. Of course, the phase of the relevant quantum state
determined by electron-hole correlations on the scale of
exciton Bohr radius; therefore, to emphasize these effe
in the following we show calculations for a beam wit
s  10 nm (close to the Bohr radiusa0 in GaAs). Note
that NSOM experiments on semiconductors are curren
still limited to higher values ofs; calculations performed
for s ¿ a0 confirm that these effects become negligibl
so that a local description is sufficient.

Figure 2 shows the local absorptionasX, Y , h̄vd in the
linear regime as a function of photon energy and bea
position. Y  Y0 is fixed at the center of the horizonta
quantum well (see Fig. 1), while theX coordinate varies
across the structure. As a reference we first discuss res
in the absence of electron-hole interaction [Fig. 2(a)]: t
spectrum is essentially composed of two structures, b
with the typical inverse-square root high energy tail ens
ing from the 1D free-particle density of states. The sign
from theE1-H1 transition is spatially located on the RW
while a second peak, located on the LW, stems from t
E2-H2 transition; in this uncorrelated case the influen
of spatially indirect transitionssE1-H2, E2-H1d is negli-
gible. The correlated carrier spectrum [Fig. 2(b)] is ve
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FIG. 2(color). Local absorptionasX, Y , h̄vd as a function
of photon energy and beam position. The beam coordin
X varies across the wires parallel to thex direction, with
Y  Y0 fixed at the center of the horizontal quantum we
(see Fig. 1);s  10 nm. The absorption is normalized so
that the maximum absorption,amax, is the same in both maps
(a) Spectrum calculated in the single-particle approximatio
(b) full calculation, with the electron-hole Coulomb correlatio
taken into account. The labelsA, B, C, D identify the main
structures discussed in the text.

different. As expected, the spectrum is dominated by e
citonic peaks at lower energies (the ground state bind
energy is 14 meV [16]), and the corresponding continuu
is strongly suppressed by the electron-hole interaction [
The two main peaks (A andB, at ø1614 and 1629 meV,
respectively) still have their largest contributions in th
RW and LW, respectively; however, two weaker stru
tures C and D appear (atø1620 and ø1633 meV, re-
spectively), which are more strongly localized in eithe
wire and have no equivalent in the uncorrelated spectru

We analyze the origin and spatial localization of the
structures with the help of Fig. 3, which shows the loc
spectra with the beam centered on the RW or the LW
as well as the global spectrum [17]. The most inten
peak (A) is the ground state excitonsE1-H1d; it has
the strongest contribution from the RW, but a significa
intensity is found also in the LW, consistently with th
849
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FIG. 3. Global (solid line) and local absorption spectra (in
cluding electron-hole correlation), calculated with the bea
centered on the right wire (dashed line) and on the left wi
(dotted line);s  10 nm. The labelsA, B, C, D identify the
main structures discussed in the text.

spatial extension of its effective wave function [Fig. 1(a)
PeakC also originates from the RW where a second bou
exciton is introduced in the presence of Coulomb couplin
with the LW; indeed, this structure is not present when t
wires are far apart. PeakB stems from several exciton
states, with a major component in theE2-H2 transition
on the LW. The shoulderD (mostly aE2-H1 transition)
is very intense in the local spectrum centered on the LW
completely absent when the beam is centered on the R
and obviously very reduced in the global spectrum.
detailed analysis shows that the strong localization ofD
comes from the interference between positive and negat
regions of the effective exciton wave function [Fig. 1(b)
whose cancellation depends on the position of the beam

Similar calculations for other types of coupled nano
structures confirm that these phenomena are general,
especially significant when they are investigated wi
spatial resolution of the order of the Bohr radius. At suc
resolutions, the breaking of selection rules that hold
integrated spectra might then give insight into Coulom
correlation and coherence phenomena.

In summary, we have presented a general formulati
of local optical absorption, holding for any given profile o
the light beam even when its width becomes compara
to the exciton Bohr radius in the semiconductor. The k
ingredient is the effective exciton wave function, whos
interference effects have a very different influence on loc
and global spectra. As the spatial resolution of near-fie
optical experiments increases, these effects are expecte
become important in the interpretation of local spectra.
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